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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW 
April 27, 2018 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN  ( -5) 
 
 
Q.  4-under par round today, what was the key to your day? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, this golf course is, you know, like more about patient and 
trying to get -- just trying to give myself a chance as much as I can.  Just fairway and green 
and just be patient with putts on the green because so much slope on the green and, you 
know, it's a lot of pin position that is quite tricky. 
 
Q.  What were the course conditions like this afternoon? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, this afternoon the wind is pick up a little bit, but not as bad.  
And, you know, last few holes like the temperature just dropped down like crazy.  The green 
getting a little bumpy, which is just trying to be patient out there, yeah. 
 
Q.  What did your win last week do for your confidence? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  Well, it just something that I think is about the time, you know.  I 
mean, I don't do anything different or anything, it just probably my week and I just make less 
mistake than other people.  But, you know, it just feels like everybody can win on this tour 
and every week has been really competitive. 
 
Q.  What would be the key to winning this weekend? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  This weekend?  Well, just what I say, being patient on the golf 
course.  I mean, it play tough out there.  Just try and give myself a chance. 
 
Q.  Did you and your sister get to do anything fun in San Francisco this week? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  We do have a lot of good food.  We went to Chinatown once for 
Chinese food.  We went to Italian last night.  That's about what we do this week. 
 
Q.  Eating to celebrate? 
 
MORIYA JUTANUGARN:  More eating. 
 


